All multicellular organisms develop through one of two basic routes: they either aggregate from free-living cells, creating potentially-chimeric multicellular collectives, or they develop clonally via mother-daughter cellular adhesion. While evolutionary theory makes clear predictions about trade-offs between these developmental modes, these have never been experimentally tested in otherwise genetically-identical organisms. We engineered unicellular baker's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) to develop either clonally ('snowflake', ∆ace2), or aggregatively ('floc', GAL1p::FLO1), and examined their fitness in a fluctuating environment characterized by periods of growth and selection for rapid sedimentation. When cultured independently, aggregation was far superior to clonal development, providing a 35% advantage during growth, and a 2.5-fold advantage during settling selection. Yet when competed directly, clonallydeveloping snowflake yeast rapidly displaced aggregative floc. This was due to unexpected social exploitation: snowflake yeast, which do not produce adhesive FLO1, nonetheless become incorporated into flocs at a higher frequency than floc cells themselves. Populations of chimeric clusters settle much faster than floc alone, providing snowflake yeast with a fitness advantage during competition. Mathematical modeling suggests that such developmental cheating may be difficult to circumvent; hypothetical 'choosy floc' that avoid exploitation by maintaining clonality pay an ecological cost when rare, often leading to their extinction. Our results highlight the conflict at the heart of aggregative development: non-specific cellular binding provides a strong ecological advantage -the ability to quickly form groups -but this very feature leads to its exploitation.
Introduction
The evolution of complex life on Earth has occurred through key steps in which formerly autonomous organisms evolve to become integral parts of a larger, higher-level organism [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
These have been termed Major Transitions in Evolution 5 , or Evolutionary Transitions in Individuality 2, 6 , one example of which is the transition from uni-to multi-cellularity.
Multicellularity has evolved in at least 25 times in organisms as diverse as bacteria 7, 8 , archaea 9 , and among deeply-divergent lineages of eukaryotes 10, 11 .
There are two basic modes of multicellular development. Cells can 'stay together' after mitotic division, resulting in clonal development if the life cycle includes a genetic bottleneck 7, 12 .
Alternatively, potentially unrelated cells can 'come together' via aggregation, which occurs in a few groups of terrestrial microorganisms 13, 14 . Clonal development is thought to possess several advantages over aggregation for multicellular construction. First, clonal development limits the potential for evolutionary conflict, as there is little standing genetic variation within an organism for selection to act on [15] [16] [17] [18] . Through the same mechanism, clonal development stifles opportunities for the evolution of parasitic cell lineages that infiltrate and exploit functional organisms 19 . Second, organismal clonality facilitates cluster-level selection. Genetic uniformity results in a direct correspondence between emergent multicellular traits and heritable information (primarily genes) responsible for generating these traits 20, 21 . Further, clonal groups maximize the between-organism consequences of within-population genetic variation, facilitating organismlevel selection 15 . Indeed, the majority of independently-evolved multicellular lineages develop
clonally.
Yet aggregative development possesses a unique (but largely unappreciated) advantage: multicellular bodies can form far more rapidly 12 . If a group is formed via the 'staying together' of cells after division, then its formation occurs by growth, causing the time required for body formation to scale with cellular generation time and organism size. In contrast, aggregation can occur far more rapidly. For example, aggregation of Dictylostelium into slugs takes just 4-6 hours 22 , and flocculation of yeast can occur in seconds 23 . Indeed, aggregative development is common in organisms that rapidly switch from unicellular to multicellular life history strategies upon sudden environmental change (e.g., starvation in Dictylostelium discoideum 24 and
Myxococcus xanthus 25 ). Aggregation may also bring together cells with complementary properties, taking advantage of mutualistic interactions [26] [27] [28] , but the evolutionary stability of this interaction generally requires a mechanism to limit social exploitation, such as host sanctions 29, 30 or partner fidelity across generations 31 .
The origin of complex life cannot be understood in the absence of evolutionary mechanism. It thus is imperative that we understand how basic mechanisms of multicellular development effect the subsequent evolution of multicellular complexity. Mathematical modeling 12, 18, 20, 21, [32] [33] [34] [35] and experiments in diverse systems 19, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] have generated consistent and robust predictions for the evolutionary consequences of variation in developmental mode. Yet because no model organisms develop through both routes, no experiments have directly compared ecological vs. evolutionary trade-offs between aggregative and clonal development.
Here, we circumvent this historical limitation by engineering unicellular yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) so that they form multicellular groups via either clonal development or aggregation. Figure 1A ). In contrast, 'snowflake yeast' develop clonally, forming multicellular groups as a consequence of failed septum degradation after cytokinesis 43 ; Figure   1A ). When a cell-cell connection is severed, the group produces a viable propagule. This propagule experiences a single-cell genetic (but not physiological) bottleneck, as the most basal cell in the propagule is the mitotic parent of every cell in the group 43 .
Engineered isogenic floc and snowflake yeast were constructed from a common unicellular ancestor. They were grown in a fluctuating environment, 24 hours of shaking incubation followed by selection for rapid sedimentation, that favors a rapid transition from unicellularity (providing the highest growth rates) to multicellularity (increasing survival during settling selection). Aggregation was a superior strategy in monocultures: floc yeast, which spend most of the growth phase as unicells or small groups, grew 35% faster than snowflake yeast, but rapidly formed large flocs during settling selection, settling 2.5 times as fast as snowflake yeast. Because choosy floc's aggregative performance is strongly frequency dependent, it should perform poorly (relative to a permissive floc) in genetically-diverse populations. This ecological cost may limit the evolution of strong kin recognition during aggregative development, paving the way for persistent evolutionary conflict.
Results
There are two important life history traits that affect fitness in our fluctuating environment: growth rate during 24 h batch culture and settling rate during settling selection [44] [45] [46] . settling) across a range of starting snowflake frequencies, from 1% to 99%. Surprisingly, snowflake yeast were more fit than floc in all competitions, and their fitness was highly frequency-dependent. When snowflake yeast were rare (starting at 1% of the initial culture biomass), they had a small competitive advantage over floc ( Figure 2B ). This increased dramatically when they were more common (10-20% of initial starting biomass), declining until snowflake yeast reached 80%. Flocculation was impeded when snowflake yeast constituted >80% of the population, allowing multicellular snowflake yeast to compete against largely unicellular floc, causing their relative fitness to again increase dramatically ( Figure 2B&D ).
These dynamics appear to be the result of an unexpected interaction: when mixed together, snowflake yeast and floc form chimeric clusters during the settling phase of the experiment ( Figure 2C ).
To determine which phase of the periodic environmental regime (i.e., growing vs. To directly compare the experimental results to this prediction, we generated images the same size as experimentally acquired images (1300x1300 pixels), and randomly assigned every pixel to be a '1' or a '0'. These random images followed the Poisson process prediction, until the measurement area was similar to the size of the entire image ( Figure S2 ). In contrast, the coefficient of variation for snowflake yeast was much less affected by the size of the measurement window, demonstrating that they are much more evenly dispersed than would be expected by a random mixing of genotypes ( Figure S2E ). This even dispersal is consistent with snowflake yeast being capable of binding to a patch of floc cells, but not a patch of snowflake yeast, during aggregate formation. Consistent with this hypothesis, floc appear to act as an adhesive, binding together snowflakes ( Figure S3 ). We do not see any evidence of direct snowflake-snowflake binding. This analysis shows that snowflake yeast join chimeric aggregates more efficiently than floc yeast, despite the fact that floc yeast can stick to both floc and snowflake yeast, while snowflake yeast can only stick to floc yeast.
A classic solution to social conflict in aggregating multicellular organisms is kin recognition, allowing individuals to prevent cheating by only joining groups with close relatives [47] [48] [49] [50] . Here, we examine whether a self-recognition mechanism would help flocculating yeast outcompete snowflake yeast by constructing a mathematical model (see Methods). Briefly, we assume that there are three types of yeast: a snowflake yeast strain (S), a "choosy floc" (C)
that uses a self-recognition mechanism to adhere just to clonemates, and a "permissive floc" (P)
that has no such self-recognition mechanism, adhering to both permissive floc and snowflake yeast. We simplify our analysis by focusing strictly on the role of self-recognition in the formation of groups. Thus, we assume that after some initial period of population growth, there is an aggregation phase in which cells stop reproducing and the flocculating yeast aggregate to form groups. Rather than modeling the complex dynamics of group size and shape during settling selection, we make the simplifying assumption that only the largest groups survive.
While floc yeast rapidly form groups, increasing in size as a function of time ( Figure S5C&D ), snowflakes themselves do not change in size (as there is no growth; Figure S5A&B ), though they may join aggregates with permissive floc. When floc are growing at higher density, it takes less time to form groups that can outcompete snowflake yeast during settling selection ( Figure S6 ).
We consider all pair-wise competitions between permissive floc, choosy floc, and snowflake yeast for different starting genotype frequencies ( Figure 5A-C) . For each competition, we simulate the aggregation process and then select 10% of the population from the largest groups (selection that is roughly analogous to the experimental protocol). Snowflake yeast are overrepresented within large, fast-settling flocs (recapitulating our experimental data; Figure 4 ), allowing them to outcompete permissive floc regardless of their starting frequency. We also find that the largest chimeric aggregates form with intermediate frequencies of snowflake yeast (peaking at 40% S; Figure S7 , which is similar to our experimental data, Figure 2A ). In contrast, if snowflake and choosy floc compete, then choosy floc increases in abundance whenever it is more than ~60% of the population (though the precise frequency depends on model parameters, like density; Figure S6 , and aggregation time; Figure S8 . Thus, neither snowflake yeast or choosy floc can invade each other when rare. Finally, since permissive and choosy floc behave the same in the absence of snowflake (they do not co-aggregate), their dynamics are entirely frequency dependent and neither can invade from rare.
In a three-way competition, snowflakes can invade populations of choosy floc with the help of permissive floc ( Figure 5D ; see results from longer durations of aggregation in Figure   S8A -F). By forming large, fast-settling chimeric aggregates, mixtures of snowflake and permissive floc can outcompete choosy floc ( Figures 5D, S8G&H ). Of course, this is an unstable alliance, as the exploitation of permissive floc will ultimately result in a monotypic population of snowflake yeast ( Figures 5A&D, S8G&H) . Sometimes, however, this social exploitation of floc is costly for snowflake yeast. When snowflake and permissive floc are below the threshold required to displace choosy floc, exploitation of permissive floc results in a rapid deterioration of their ability to make large chimeric aggregates, to the detriment of both snowflake and permissive floc ( Figure 5D ; Figure S8I ).
A simple extrapolation of our model highlights the cost of kin discrimination during aggregative development. Consider a genetically-diverse population of aggregative organisms, each of which only adheres to clonemates. Because aggregation rate is frequency and density dependent ( Figures 5, S5, S6 ), any genotypes that are locally rare will be unable to rapidly form large groups, as they will be capable of interacting with only a small fraction of the population.
Strict kin recognition during aggregation therefore undermines the ecological advantage of aggregation. This is even more of a problem if the benefits of aggregation require that a size threshold be met (e.g., enough individuals to form a multicellular fruiting body 51 ).
Discussion
Development is a fundamental aspect of multicellularity, orchestrating the pattern of cellular behaviors that give rise to multicellular phenotype and influencing a lineage's evolutionary potential. Despite significant theoretical work, the lack of appropriate model systems has limited our ability to directly test the role of developmental mechanism on the subsequent evolution of multicellularity. We circumvent this limitation by engineering aggregative and clonal development from an isogenic unicellular yeast ancestor ( Figure 1A ).
We grew our yeast under conditions in which selection favored a rapid transition from a unicellular to multicellular stage, the type of environment that is thought to favor aggregative Self / nonself recognition systems play a key role during the evolution of multicellularity, limiting the potential for within-organism genetic conflict 48, 49, 52 . This may be especially important in lineages that develop aggregatively, as they are more likely to form geneticallydiverse multicellular groups. Kin-recognition mechanisms have evolved independently in cellular slime molds 48, 52 and Myxococcus bacteria 49, 53 , both of which develop via aggregation.
We explored the evolution of self-recognition in our system using a mathematical model. We considered our standard 'permissive floc', which binds to other permissive floc or snowflake yeast, and 'choosy floc', which only attaches to clonemates. While it might seem like choosy floc (which axiomatically cannot experience social conflict) would always be at an advantage, this was not true. Permissive binding increases opportunities for cell-cell adhesion, increasing aggregation speed and group size. Indeed, our experiments show striking support for this hypothesis: floc that formed chimeric aggregates were capable of settling much faster than floc alone ( Figure 2A ). In our model, choosy floc pay an ecological cost when rare, as it can only bind a small fraction of the cells in the population, forming small groups. This strong positivefrequency dependent selection makes it difficult for choosiness to arise from a population of permissive ancestors, a cost which is compounded if the population is composed of multiple choosy genotypes, each of which is only capable of adhering to clonemates. Consistent with this hypothesis, kin discrimination systems in extant aggregative organisms are quite permissive:
wild-collected isolates readily form genetic chimeras 52, 54, 55 , sometimes (but not always 28, 56 ) resulting in social cheating 49, 57 .
Our results highlight a fundamental trade-off faced during aggregative development:
selection for rapid group formation often favors permissive binding, but the resulting high within-group genetic diversity lays the foundation for persistent evolutionary conflict. This has important implications for the evolution of multicellular complexity, as the resulting genetic conflict can undermine multicellular adaptation 38 . Indeed, aggregation is relatively uncommon among independently-evolved multicellular lineages 14, 58 , and all known examples of independently evolved 'complex multicellularity' (i.e., metazoans, land plants, mushroomforming fungi, brown algae, and red algae 11 ) develop clonally. In the context of major evolutionary transitions, aggregation appears to be self-limiting, the evolutionary potential of aggregative lineages constrained by an ecological imperative for effective group formation.
Methods
Strain construction. All strains used in this study are listed in Supplementary The competitive success of snowflake yeast was calculated as the ratio of snowflake to floc yeast after competition relative to before competition using the following equation:
Competitive success =
where f1 is the frequency of snowflake yeast before competition and f2 is the frequency of snowflake yeast after competition 36 . This fitness measure is simple and general (i.e., it doesn't assume any underlying model of population dynamics, like exponential growth), and accommodates different starting frequencies.
Measuring settling rate. Unlike snowflake yeast, floc yeast form groups as they are settling, so we needed to measure the properties of flocs during the process of settling directly.
To do this, we developed a novel, robust, high-throughput method of measuring the settling speed of yeast populations. Using a Sony a7R II equipped with a 90mm macro lens, we captured videos (3840 × 2160 pixels, 24 frames per second) of yeast settling on the bench, under standard gravity. During this process, the yeast were placed in transparent, back-illuminated cuvettes ( Figure S4 , Movies S1&S2). We extracted individual images and calculated the biomass displacement within the cuvette across time using a measurement of per-pixel Optical Density (OD) ( Figure S4B&C , Movie S3). To do this, we first determine the brightness value for each pixel in each extracted image, which is inversely proportional to the amount of biomass there.
We then sum across each row of pixels in the cuvette, generating a linear OD profile ( Figure   S2B ). The OD change for timepoint n is calculated by dividing the total OD in each row in frame n by the total OD in that same row in the initial frame ( Figure S4C ). The sum of the OD change across the length of the cuvette represents the total displacement of biomass for timepoint n (shaded blue area in Figure S4C) . We then applied a Savitzky-Golay filter to smooth the data then fit sliding-window linear regressions of biomass against time (each covering 415 timepoints) to calculate the maximum settling rate of the population ( Figure S4D ).
Competitive success during growth and settling. There are two important life history traits in our experimental system: growth rate and settling rate 44, 46 . We measured the competitive success of snowflake yeast during both stages. Snowflake and floc yeast were grown separately for 24 h in YPGal+Dex. As above, five replicates of 500 µL of various starting genotypic frequencies (10-90% snowflake in 20% increments) were mixed from overnight cultures and 100 µL was used to dilute into fresh YPGal+Dex and the remaining 400 µL was used to calculate initial snowflake and unicellular floc counts as described above. To measure snowflake competitiveness during growth, 500 µL of each culture was deflocculated using EDTA and snowflake and floc counts were measured on the flow cytometer after 24 h or growth at 30°C, shaking at 250 rpm. To measure competitive success over one round of settling selection, 2 mL of each snowflake/floc co-culture was aliquoted into 2 mL microcentrifuge tubes. 500 µL was then aliquoted into 1 mL microcentrifuge tubes and deflocculated to obtain pre-selection snowflake and floc concentrations as described above. The remaining 1.5 mL was allowed to settle on the bench for 5 min, after which the top 1. Mathematical modeling. We consider a settling competition between snowflake clusters and flocculating cells. If flocculation, settling, and reproduction all occur together we might expect a complicated set of dynamics resulting from the interplay between these processes. We simplify our analyses by focusing strictly on aggregation. We assume that aggregation and settling happen after the primary growth phase and occur faster than reproduction such that the populations of cells are large as a result of several generations of reproduction in media.
Furthermore, we consider aggregation and settling as two separate processes. Thus, we assume that there is some time in which cells aggregate and afterwards the groups are exposed to settling selection. This assumption allows us to focus on modeling the dynamics of aggregation and circumvent explicit spatial models that would be required to consider the dynamic interactions between aggregation and settling via centrifugation. We model the dynamics of aggregation using a system of differential equations (Eq. 1).
A snowflake cluster composed of i cells is denoted as Si, a floc of i choosy cells is Ci,and a floc of i permissive cells is Pi. Choosy floc clusters Ci can bind to former larger flocs but we assume each cluster reaches a maximum size N (N=1000 in our computations). We also ignore group fragmentation. Thus: Ci + Cj ( , ) → Ci+j, where i + j ≤ N and p(i,j) is the probability of a successful binding that depends on the size of two flocs. Specifically:
This function depends on many factors including the geometry of the two clusters, the probability of collision, the probability of a collision resulting in binding, etc. We assume that it is a simple function of the radii of the two clusters: p(i,j) = (ri + rj) 3 where ri and rj are the radii of Ci and Cj and the radii can be approximated by considering the clusters as spheres. Thus, if the volume of a single cell is We use Pi to denote permissive flocs. Since P cells can bind to either its own cells or snowflake cells, a Pi cluster may be composed of k floc cells and i -k snowflake cells for any k ≥ 1. We assume that there are a large number of clusters and cells and track the number of snowflake cells in Pi clusters for each size i, which we denote ni. This assumption corresponds to treating the aggregative mixture as a classic tank mixing problem.
In all competitions except for Figure S6 , we assume an initial inoculum of 1000 concentration units that is split between C, S, and P. The initial distribution of Si is fit to a lognormal distribution that matches empirical data ( Figure S5A ). This distribution only changes in the presence of permissive floc. The winner of the settling competition is determined by solving Eq 1 for some time t and selecting the largest resulting groups until a certain fraction f of the population is selected, which uses group size as a proxy for settling speed. For C cells, as time increases, more of the distribution is represented in the largest fractions (≈ i = N; Figure   S5C ). Thus, the amount of C cells in the top 10% of possible clusters size increases with time, but levels out for longer t ( Figure S5D ). Arrows show the direction of change in proportion of S and P as a function of different starting frequencies. When P and S start out above a critical threshold, they displace C; otherwise, C displaces them (red highlight).
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